Due to the recent progress of the DNA microarray technology, a large number of gene expression profile data are being produced. How to analyze gene expression data m an important topic in computational molecular biology Several studies have been done using the Boolean network as a model of a genetic network This paper proposes efficient algorithms for identifying Boolean networks of bounded indegree and related biological networks, where identification of a Boolean network can be formalized as a problem of identifying many Boolean functions simultaneously. Carlo type randomized algorithm, where w is the exponent of matrix multiplication (currently, w < 2 376). The algorithm is obtained by combining fast matrix multiplication with the randomized fingerprint function for string matching. Although the algortthm and its analysis are simple, the result Is non-trivial and the technique can be applied to several related problems.
Introduction
The DNA mmroarray technology is one of the most important inventions in recent molecular biology [11] A lot of projects are starting using the DNA microarray technology. Some of them aim at revealing gene regulation mechanism from time series of gene expression patterns. Expression pro-
O(mn D+I)
time algorithm in order to analyze the sample complexity [3] . Then, we developed an improved O(mn D) time algorithm [4] . On the other hand, we can prove that the identification of a Boolean network is NP-hard if D is not a constant (i.e, D is included in an input). Therefore, it seems very difficult to design an algorithm for which the exponent is much smaller than D. In thin paper, we present an improved O(m~-2n D + mn D+~-3) time MonteCarlo type randomized algorithm, where w is the exponent of matrix multiplication (currently, w < 2.376 [9] ) The algorithm is obtained by reducing the identification problem to matrix multiplication, using the randomized fingerprint function [16] . Several related results are shown too.
The technique is also applied to the Identification offunetwnal relatwns in a fixed domain and the identffication of quahtatzve relatzons. These problems are also Important because they are considered as extensions of Boolean networks. In the identification of functional relations, the binary dommn {0, 1} ts extended to a fixed domain. In the identification of quahtatwe relatzons, functions based on differential equations are considered although only functions with one input variable are considered in this paper. These extensions are important because it is recently recognized that the Boolean network is not sufficient as a model of a genetic network and thus extensions of the Boolean network is becoming important. Moreover, the identification of functional relations may be useful for other biologmal problems since many biological data are stored m relational databases and extraction of functional relations from the databases is important for analyzing the data.
Although the proposed algorithms are theoretically better than previous ones, they are not efficient in practice because fast matrix multiplication algorithms are not practical.
However, these algomthms show the existence of algomthms whzch are better than the nawe algomthms prewously developed We hope that this result may lead to development of faster and practical algorithms Since a Boolean network can be considered as a set of Boolean functions, previous algorithms developed for inferring a Boolean functmn [17] might be apphed to the identification of Boolean networks. In particular, the WINNOW algorithm [19] is simple and practical for inferring Boolean functions with a few variables. However, in order to apply the WINNOW algorithm to the identification of Boolean networks of bounded indegree, some post-processing would be required. It seems that post-processing will take O(mn D+I) time m the worst case, using a simple algorithm (Note that we are interested in the worst case time complexity in this paper). Of course, the algorithms proposed m thin paper can also be used for post-processing.
Some algorithms were developed for inferring functmnal relations or functwnal dependenczes from relational databases [21, 22] . Although the developed algorithms are general ones, the worst case time complexities seem to be O(mn D+I)
if they are modified for inferring functional dependencies with at most D input attrtbutes.
Problems and Results

Identification of Boolean Functions/Networks
In this paper, we consider three types of problems:
CONSISTENCY: Decide whether or not there exists a Boolean network (resp. function) consistent with the given examples, and output one if it exists,
COUNTING:
Count the number of Boolean networks (resp. functions) consistent with the given examples, IDENTIFICATION: Decide whether or not there exists a unique Boolean network (resp. function) consmtent with the given examples, and output it if it exists.
Although we present algorithms for the counting problem, they can be converted for the consistency problem and the identffication problem without increasing the order of the time complexity We formally define the counting problem for Boolean networks (resp. functions) as follows. We call a tuple (yl (k),..., Yl (k), Xl (k),..., x,~ (k)) for each k as an example
This problem is NP-hard for general D (Le, D is included in INPUT), whmh can be proven as in [2, 20, 22] . Therefore, we are interested in the case where D is a constant Particularly, we are interested in the case of D --2 since we can reduce higher-dimensional problems to twodimensional problems by using a simple method described in Section 3.1 3 Moreover, we are interested m the case of l ----1 and the case ofl = n For the case ofl = 1, it is the identification problem of a Boolean function. For the case of l = n, it is the identification problem of a Boolean [3] , by using a tree, which is a well-known data structure m string matching [1] . In this paper, we further improve the time complexity and we show the following algorithms.
• An O(nDm ~-2 q-nD+~-Zm) time deterministic algorithm for the case of/= 1,
• An O(nDm ~-2 q-nD+~-3m) time Monte-Carlo type randomized algorithm for the case of I --n, where w denotes the exponent of matrix multiplication (i.e., matrix multiplication of n × n matrices can be done in O(n ~) time) [9] . Note that, for n × m matrices X and Y, matrix product X -Y~ can be computed in O(mn ~-1) time if m > n, otherwise It can be computed in O(m~-2n 2) time, by partitioning each matrix into small square matrices Note also that, in this paper, Y~ denotes the transposed matrix of Y. Recently, some improvement on matrix multiplication was done for the case of m ¢ n [14] . That result might be useful for improving the time complexities of the algorithms in this paper for the case of m << n.
Although Boolean functions are considered in the above, the algorithm for the case of l --n can be extended for finding functional relations (or, functional dependencies) in a fixed domain.
Identification of Qualitative Relations
In order to analyze gone expression data or other time series data, some studies are done on deriving linear differential equations from data [12] . However, linear differential equations are not always appropriate. Moreover, in many cases, it is very difficult to decide what kind of differential equations should be used. In such a case, deriving functional relations qualitatively might be useful [5, 24] . It should be noted that qualitative reasoning has been studied very well m artificial intelligence [10] . Although it is assumed in most previous studms that qualitative rules are given, deriving qualitative rules from data is also important In order to develop algorithms for deriving qualitative rules, we must define a qualitative model But, it is not a easy task to develop a satisfactory model although some efforts have been done [5, 24] . In particular, ~t seems very difficult to develop a model including qualitative relations w~th multiple inputs. Therefore, we consider a simple qualitative model which is recently developed by us [5] We consider the following simple rules in this paper
• x~ activates (resp. inhibits) yj lff. the current value (level) of x~ is greater than some threshold value %,3, As in Section 2.1, we are particularly interested in the case of l --n. Using the algorithm for l --1 repeatedly, we can obtain an O(mn 2) time algorithm. For this case, we show the followmg improved algorithms: 
An Algorithm for Boolean Functions
In this subsection, we consider the case of I = 1. First we show an algorithm for counting the number of Boolean functions of the form x A ~. The other types of functions in AND and OR categories can be counted in a similar way.
Counting of x A ~ functions
The algorithm consists of two steps The first step is similar to the PAC learning algorithm for monotone Boolean functions [17, 25] . In the second step, we compute the matrix product:
Thus, we have the following three Boolean functions consistent with the given examples:
Counting of x @ y functions
This case is easier than the above case and we do not require matrix multiplication First note that x • y = z iff.
x E3 z = y. Let 8tr(x,) be the sequence of Boolean values of x~(k) (i e., 8tr(x~) = (x~(1),x, (2) 
Corollary 3.2 The counting problem-for Boolean -functwns o-f D znputs can be solved zn O(m°J-2n D + mn D+~-3) t,me.
An Algorithm for Boolean Networks
In this subsection, we consider the case of I = n where the technique can be applied to any 1. In addition to matrix multiplication, we use the randomized fingerprint function developed by Karp and Rabin [16, 23] . Here we briefly review the function. Let 8 = (sl, s2,..., s, 0 and t = (tl, t2,..., tin) be strings of length m over {0, 1}, respectively. Let p be a prime number We define the fingerprint function Fp(s) by St,s2,. . ,sin) ) ----81"20+82"21+.. +sin.2 "~-1 mod p.
Fp((
It was shown that, by choosing a prime number less than T = O(cmlog(cm)) uniformly at random, Prob(Fp(s) = Fp(t)) < ~ holds for any s # t.
For simplicity, we describe the counting algorithm for Boolean functions of the form x, A x-i3, where it can be easily modified for the other functions in AND and OR categories For each y,, we compute Fp((y, (1) ,y~ (2) , . ,y~(m))). We make two matrices X and Y, where X is the n x m integer matrix defined by X,,k = x,(k) -2 k-1 rood p, and Y is the n × m integer matrix defined by Ys,k --x3(k) Next 3+a log(mn3+a) ), the failure probability (i e., the probability that a false number is output for some yh) can be made less than 1.
In order to treat XOR functions, we can use the following fact: x, ~ x 3 = (x, V xs) -(x, A x3), where we omit details here. Now we consider the time complemty. Since we assume the standard RAM model in this paper, each arithmetic operation for O(log(nm)) bit integers can be done in constant time. Therefore, we can assume that each operation in GF(p) can be done in constant time Generation of a random prime number can be done in O(poly(log(T))) time using a Monte-Carlo type randomized algorithm [23] . Since all known matrix multiplication algorithms are available in any ring [23] , Z = X . yt can be computed in O(m°J-2n 2 + mn °~-1) time. Since the other parts take O(n 2 logn + ran) time, we have:
Theorem 3.3 The counting problem [or Boolean networks of D = 2 can be solved in O(m°~-2n 2 +mn ~-1) tzme w,th h,gh probabzhty
Using the same technique as in Corollary 3.2, we can extend the algorithm for any fixed D. 
Corollary 3.4 The countzng problem for Boolean networks of fixed D can be solved m O(m°~-2n D +mn o+~-3) t,me wzth h,gh probab,hty
Algorithms Robust for Noises
[n practice, input data may contain noises. In such a case, Boolean functions f(x,t,.. ,x~)) whose errors (i.e., I{k[y~(k) ~ f(x,,,. . ,x~,)}l ) are less than some threshold should be output A trivial algorithm takes O(mn D+~) ~lme for the case of I = n. Matrix mult,plication ~s also useful in order to count the error. Using matrix mult~phca-~hon, we can reduce the time complexity to O(m~-~n D+~ + ~rtt'/2D +w--2).
A simple and well-known random sampling techmque can also be used. Randomly choosing ~)(log m) samples from m, we can develop an O((logm)n ~+~) time randomized algorithm which outputs all Boolean functions with errors less l~han the threshold w~th high probability, although Boolean functmns with errors shghtly more than the threshold are also output. But, both algorithms are almost trivial and are not practical because each algorithm takes more than O(n 3) t,me even for D ----2. Recall that even Saccharomyces cerews~ae (budding yeast) has approximately 6000 genes [11] (i e , n ~ 6000)
An Approximation Algorithm
As mentioned in Section 2, the identification problem is NPhard if D is not a constant However, we can develop a polynomial time approximation algorithm, using the technique developed for an approximation algorithm for the minimum key problem [2] As in [2] , we reduce the problem to ~;he SET COVER problem Recall that SET COVER is, given a collection of sets S = {S1,...,SM} over a set U (S~ C U), to find a minimum cardinality set C C_ $ such ~hat (Js, ec S~ -U For each of y3's, we compute a set of variables {x'~l,.. , x~h } as follows. From the given examples, we construct U and S~'s by
Then, we apply an apprommation algorithm for SET COVER I15] to S~'s and U. Since SET COVER can be approximated within a factor of In IU] + 1, we have:
~olds for all k Then a set of vamables {x¢1, .., xch } such that h ~ (21nm + 1)D and there exists a Boolean ]unctwn .f~ satzs-fymg -f~(x~,l (k),... ,x~,h (k)) = y~(k) -for all k can be found ~n polynomzal tzme.
Although a set of variables can be found in polynomiM time, it seems difficult to determine f~ in polynomial time because there exist 22~ Boolean functions with d input variables. It should be noted that description of a function needs ~(2 ~) space unless types of Boolean functions are restricted.
An Algorithm for Finding Functional Relations
Although the domain of values is restricted to {0, 1} in Boolean networks, the algorithm in Section 3.2 can be extended for other fixed size domains. Since Boolean values may not be adequate for representing gene expression levels, this extension is important. As in Section 3.2, we explain the algorithm for the case of D = 2. Extension to other D's can be done as in Section 3.1.3.
Let E be the domain (1 e, x~(k),yh(k) E E) , where we let b --IEI In this case, we use the fingerprint function on base b:
where it is known that a property similar to that of Fp holds for this function [23] . For each function f in E × E --, E, we examine whether or not there exists a triplet (Yu, x~, x3) In this case, the threshold %,3 is between ~(3) and ~ (4) because str(x 3) = str(y~). 
Fp(str(xh+l)) = Fv(str(xh)) --x,(k). 2 k-1 mod p,
where x~(k) is the element at which str(x~ +1) differs from str(xh). The following is the description of the randomized algorithm.
(1) For all Y3, compute Fv(str(yo)), Therefore, the total time complexity is O(mn log(mE)).
As in the case of Boolean networks, the failure probabdity can be made less than ~ for any fixed constant (~ _> 1 under the standard RAM model, without increasing the order of the time complexity. Therefore, we have: 
A Deterministic Algorithm
Although we do not yet succeed to develop a near optimal deterministm algorithm for the counting problem for qualitative relations, we can develop an o(mn 2) time deterministic algorithm.
Let '*' denote the don't care character That is, ',' matches any single character. Then, the following iemma is easily obtained by combining matrix multlphcatmn with the idea used m pattern matching with don't care characters [13] . The algorithm consists of two parts: rough matchings are first computed and then exact matchings are computed, where a similar technique was already used for pattern matching of 2-D figures [6] . In order to find rough matchings, for each x~, we make M + 1 strings containing don't care characters (see Fig. 2 ), where M is to be determined later and we assume w.l.o.g, that M divides m. We define s~r(x h) by s~r(x~) = (s~gn(x~(1)),s~gn(x~ (2) 
1, if x,(k) > 5z,(h + ---~).
Then, the following is the description of the algorithm.
(1) For all s~r(x h) and for all str(y3), examine whether or not s'-tr(x h) matches str(y3), 
tzons can be solved m O(mn-~-+ m-'z--n ) tzme
In this paper, we presented improved algorithms for identification of Boolean networks and related biological networks Although most of the proposed algorithms are not efficient in practice, the results show the existence of algorithms which are better than the naive algorithms.
If an ultimate matrix multiplication algorithm (w ---2?) were developed, the time complexity of the identification algorithm for a Boolean network of D --2 would be O(n 2 log n +mn), whmh is nearly optimal in the case of m > n However, it is still far from optimal when m << n. Therefore, development of faster algorithms, in partmular, development of an algorithm for which the exponent of n is less than 2 (for D = 2) is an open problem. In the identification of functmnal relatmns, we assumed a fixed domain. Develop- For the identification of qualitative relations, we only considered functions with one input varmble However, functions with multiple input variables should be treated Although we have been trying to make a qualitative model including functions with multiple inputs [5] , we do not yet succeed to develop a satisfactory model. Therefore, development of such a model is important future work.
